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What we will cover
Establishing a 2nd SMSF to manage the
$1.6M transfer balance cap

Is this allowed? What
needs to be considered?

APRA’s updated position on
“retirement”

Updated release of SPG
280: Payment Standards

Converting a TTR to a standard account
based pension

ATO vs. Legal Documents
vs. The Industry

Proposed changes to SG rules

Salary sacrifice, reporting
obligations

Establishing a 2nd SMSF to
combat reform measures

Initial ATO comments
ATO comments: April 2017 ‐ AFR
“We are concerned about any activity or behaviour
undertaken in response to the super changes where the
dominant purpose appears to be to create a more tax
beneficial outcome for an SMSF or its members.
…. there does not appear to be any explicable reason for
doing so other than for the purpose of creating a more
beneficial tax outcome under the superannuation new
measures that come into effect on 1 July 2017”
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Initial ATO comments
ATO Website: QC 51875 – FAQ’s
“I’ve heard that I can get around the new
g g
method to
restriction on usingg the segregated
calculate my SMSF’s exempt current pension
income by setting up a second SMSF. Can I do
this?”

Initial ATO comments
ATO Website: QC 51875 – FAQ’s
“Whilst the establishment of a second SMSF by itself does
not give rise to compliance issues, we will further examine
pp
that the
the circumstances of those cases where it appears
establishment of a second SMSF has been a pre‐cursor to
subsequent behaviour intended to manipulate tax
outcomes. This behaviour could include, for example,
switching each of the respective funds between
accumulation and retirement phase.”

Question for you?
Can you think of any valid reasons
why a client should establish a second
SMSF?
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What do you think?
Can you think of any valid reasons
why a client should establish a second
SMSF?
• Then ask yourself, was that reason relevant
pre 1 July 2017?
– Why wasn’t the second fund established then?

Establishing a 2nd SMSF
• What is the reason for the second fund?
• Asset risk (property etc.)
• Estate planning: Mixed marriage, Children from
first (second,
(second third) marriages?
• Larger family: Mum, Dad with 3 or more kids

• Is there clear evidence in place to show this?

Establishing a 2nd SMSF
Our view
• Advice to establish a second SMSF should be
carried out with care
• The
h recommendation
d i should
h ld not b
be b
based
d on
the tax benefits that arise
• There are occasions when this may be
required, but clear reasoning should be set
out in your SOA
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APRA “update”:
Retirement definition

APRA’s “update” on the retirement
definition
• Prudential Practice Guide: SPG 280 – Payment
Standards:
– Updated June 2017
• Although publicised as an updated view
view, very little
if anything really changed
• The above release was more of a confirmation;
but still important due to new rules around
“retirement phase” income streams (next topic)

SIS Regulation 6.01(7)
(7) For the purposes of Schedule 1, the retirement
of a person is taken to occur:
(a) in the case of a person who has reached a
preservation age
p
g that is less than 60 ‐ if:
(i) an arrangement under which the member was
gainfully employed has come to an end; and
(ii) the trustee is reasonably satisfied that the person
intends never to again become gainfully employed,
either on a full‐time or a part‐time basis;
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SIS Regulation 6.01(7)
(7) For the purposes of Schedule 1, the retirement of a
person is taken to occur:
(b) in the case of a person who has attained the age of
60 ‐an arrangement under which the member was
ggainfullyy employed
p y has come to an end, and either of the
following circumstances apply:
(i) the person attained that age on or before the ending of
the employment; or
(ii) the trustee is reasonably satisfied that the person intends
never to again become gainfully employed, either on a full‐
time or a part‐time basis.

Key terms
Gainfully
employed
Part time
Full time

Employed or self‐employed for gain or reward
in any business, trade, profession, vocation,
calling, occupation or employment.
Gainfully employed for at least 10 hours, and
hours each week
less than 30 hours,
Gainfully employed for at least 30 hours each
week.

Come to an end Formal ending of the arrangement

Keep in mind
Gainfully
employed

Retirement definition requires ceasing gainful
employment; If employment was not “gainful” –
you can not meet the requirement to cease

Over age 60

Only requires “AN” arrangement to come to end.
C i one off multiple
lti l arrangements
t would
ld workk
Ceasing

Ceased
arrangement
years ago

This could work – if future work intention test is
met. Evidence is key and the trustee would have
to be informed
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Question1
Amanda (61) had the following employment
arrangements as at 1 July 2016:
• Manager, ABC Recruitment: $125,000 p.a
• Employee, Macs Bar & Grill: $17,000 p.a
She ceased working for Mac’s Bar & Grill in March
2017. Can her TTR be changed to a standard account
based pension in March 2017? What evidence do you
think would be required?

Question 2
Amanda (59) had the following employment
arrangements as at 1 July 2016:
• Manager, ABC Recruitment: $125,000 p.a
• Employee, Macs Bar & Grill: $17,000 p.a
She ceased working for Mac’s Bar & Grill in March
2017. Can her TTR be changed to a standard account
based pension in March 2017? What evidence do you
think would be required?

Transition to Retirement
Pension – or is it!
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When a TTR enters retirement phase
When a member..

The TTR enters retirement phase..

Meets the retirement
condition of release

When the member notifies the
trustee in writing

Meets the definition of
terminal medical condition

When the member notifies the
trustee in writing

Meets the permanent
When the member notifies the
incapacity condition of release trustee in writing
Turns 65
Automatically

Outcomes from entering
retirement phase
• Pension earnings exemption applies
– Tax free fund earnings

• Pension balance assessed against the members
Transfer Balance Cap
– Will this create an issue if above $1.6M
– Attaining age 65 automatic so take care

• BUT – It may still technically be a TTR pension?

Is it still a TTR pension?
• ATO view suggests that the usual restrictions
of a TTR may not apply post the event:
– Removal of 10% restriction
– Removal of rules around commutations

• BUT..
– What do the pension “rules” say?
– What does the trust deed say?
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Is it still a TTR pension?
• If there is any doubt raised with the wording
of your documents – that is, if it is not
absolutely clear that the pension is no longer
a TTR,
TTR consider stopping and restarting
• Consider:
– Tax components of accumulation interest?
– Death benefit nominations
– Reversionary nominations

Proposed changes to SG

Proposed changes to Super Guarantee
Salary sacrifice & SG
Contribution reporting
requirements
ATO SG Taskforce
Minimum earnings

Remove ability for Employer to offset
SG with Salary Sacrificed amounts
More frequent (monthly) contribution
reporting to members
To manage the estimated 5.2% /
$2.85B shortfall per year!
Remove $450 monthly earnings
requirement

Fair Work Amendment (Recovering Unpaid Superannuation) Bill 2017
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The P’s of SMSF advice
David Moss
Accountants Services
Director

The P's of SMSF advice
• 18 months since licensing – time for reflection
• You have a business, but do you have a Plan?
• Process ‐ a simple process for super advice
‐ minimise
i i i time
i
& costs
• Price ‐ recover licensing fees & time costs
‐ be profitable
• Promotion ‐ your clients need to know you
provide these services

Completing a Statement of Advice:
as simple as an ITR for a new client
• Who's done an SOA?
• In the last 6 months?
• Who has prepared an individual tax return
within 5 years?
• Reflect for a moment. Is the SOA process
easier or harder than an ITR?
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Completing a Statement of Advice:
as simple as an ITR for a new client
• Law requires SOA ASAP after giving advice
• No SOA, then you have not complied with law
or your agreement with
i h Merit
i Wealth
lh
• PI insurer may refuse a claim
• You as an individual could be legally liable

Completing a Statement of Advice:
as simple as an ITR for a new client
• Process in brief

Completing a Statement of Advice:
as simple as an ITR for a new client
• Attend one of my fortnightly SOA program
process webinars
• Emailil me: david.moss@meritwealth.com.au
d id
@
i
lh
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File notes & Records of Advice:
all you need for last years SOA's
• Did an SOA in the last year?
• Next year you use a ROA (Record of Advice)
(Assuming client circumstances not significantly
changed)

File notes & Records of Advice:
all you need for last years SOA's

File notes & Records of Advice:
all you need for last years SOA's
• Law requires ROA put on file ASAP after advice
and provided to the client if they request
• Upload
l d a copy as a File
il note iin the
h SSMSF
S App
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File notes & Records of Advice:
all you need for last years SOA's
• Clients with superannuation pensions and
over $1.6 million
• Pay minimum
i i
pension
i
• Additional money required?
– Partially commute pension and pay Lump Sum

File notes & Records of Advice:
all you need for last years SOA's
• Why?
– Lump sum refunded to Transfer Balance Cap

• Process?
– SOA/ROA + Pension commute/Lump sum docs

• When?
– Now

Merit Wealth Psychics:
insights into your future
• Personal insurance ‐ many of you have asked
about this as a next step
• Why?
h ?
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Merit Wealth Psychics:
insights into your future
• My story ‐ SMSF/super expert that evolved to
specialise on opportunities to:
‐ reduce
d
tax
‐ increase wealth
‐ reduce risk
‐ ensure assets go where you wish upon death

Merit Wealth Psychics:
insights into your future
• “You don’t know, what you don’t know”
• I had a list of things I knew I did not know for
insurance:
– claims
– which insurers try to avoid claims
– definitions of TPD, Trauma, IP….

Merit Wealth Psychics:
insights into your future
• Did my own insurance and that was it.
• Hard for an accountant to do a job, when you
k
know
you are probably
b bl making
ki errors off
significance
• Who saw the insurance presentation at
conference?
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Merit Wealth Psychics:
insights into your future
• Client with several superannuation accounts
with large funds
• Terminally
i ll ill so to assist
i ffamily,
il did paperworkk
to consolidate super
• Lost $000,000’s of insurance cover
• Post death, Full Adviser’s office became aware
and got $000,000’s insurance paid

Merit Wealth Psychics:
insights into your future
• You can do it ‐ refer, watch, learn, copy
or
• Refer and assist for 30% of revenue
• Me?
• Personally I would still go with the 2nd option
• Full Adviser is currently redoing my
insurance

Merit Wealth Psychics:
insights into your future
•
•
•
•

Wills, Powers of Attorney and Guardianships
The next big thing
How about a Better than nothing bundle
$209 for an individual, $374 for a couple
www.lawcentral.com.au
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Do you want an advice
business?
Greg Hayes
Director

Accountant’s licensing – 1 year on

Things learnt
• The impact of the change in the Corps Act
• Providing SMSF advice in a regulated
environment
• Education,
d
i
compliance,
li
audit
di
• Getting used to some new acronyms
– FSG
– SOA
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The accounting market place

Profession
broadening
service offer

Convergence of
accounting &
wealth

Convergence
Regulation pushing
disciplines
together

Wealth firms
buying accounting
& vice versa

Market
demographics
pushing SMSF &
succession

Clients need
integrated
solutions

Number
of SMSFs

Members

33,022
by Age
2016
SMSF STATISTICS

581,736
SMSF Members

1 098 799
1,098,799

28% = 55 to 64 yrs
23.8% = 65 to 74 yrs

2016
New Funds
Established

New
Contributions

$33 Billion

Total Assets in SMSFs

$611 Billion
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Making a business decision
• How do you want to use your capability?
• Have you simply met a compliance
requirement?
• Is this
hi a b
broadening
d i off service
i offer?
ff ?
• Do you have a cost centre or a profit centre?

3 camps – which one do you want
to be in?
1. This is a compliance cost – no major change
to business offer
2 Compliance cost can be recovered and an
2.
opportunity to provide an extended client
service
3. Opportunity to create a profit centre and a
new service offer for the firm

3 camps – which one do you want
to be in
• You can be effective in any of the camps, but
• Important to make a clear choice
• So that you have a clear value proposition &
di
direction
i
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Financial services vs Consulting
If you do want to expand your service offer
• Financial services generally easier than
consulting
– More
M
requirement
i
t for
f financial
fi
i l services
i
– Skill set more aligned to accounting
– Aligned to your client base

Issues ‐ RPP

Resourcing

Partnering

Promoting

What you do, what you say
•
•
•
•

Need to be really clear on this
Don’t confuse your market
There is a compliance issue here
Clear messaging important
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SMSF advice

Set up Pensions
Contributions Rollovers

Understanding demographic needs
of your client base
•
•
•
•
•
•

SMSFs
Investment advice
Estate planning
Succession planning
Risk protection (inside or outside of super)
Retirement planning

SMSF & broader advice areas
• Not always discreet & separate advice issues
• There can be cross over
• An expanded offer can open the door to
i
increased
d service
i demand
d
d
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Extending your capability
Accountant

Cli
Client
Adviser
support

What you might use the adviser for
• To provide specific advice on:
– Investment strategy & asset allocation
– Investment models & choices
– $1.6
$1 6 mill cap strategies
– Risk cover
– Estate planning
– ………………………

For accountants
There has never been a better opportunity to
position yourself as your client’s SMSF adviser
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Fee models

Service

• Transactional or
productise

Fee
charge

• Hourly rates or
fixed fees

1000 SOAs – what the market is
doing
Fee charged $ (GST
inclusive)

% of market

Nil

56

0 – 330

5

400 – 550
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600 ‐ 935

5

950 ‐ 1100

5

1100 ‐ 1500

2

1500 ‐ 3000

8

Understanding the 56%
• Is it a deliberate strategy?
• Or is it a reflection of no decision at this stage
on how best to proceed?
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Don’t fall into the trap of giving
away your expertise
The Business Opportunity
• Productise your offer
• The value you are providing is significant
• Consider a set fee for service
• Could it be an annual review fee?
• Positioning to Clients information and advice
provided is valuable and many times more
than the cost.

Expectations

Compliance
p

Commercial

4 steps to your advice business
Know your
strategy & client
value proposition

Product or
service (and
price)

How we deliver

Message your
market
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Merit Wealth support
We’re committed to provide support to advisers
irrespective of how you want to use your LAR
capability – you tell us
Talk to Justin Viney
– 1300 785 611
– 0403 137 913
– justin.viney@meritwealth.com.au
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